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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Background of the Chemistry Curriculum in American High
Schools — Since the beginning of formal secondary education in
1635, when the Latin Grammar school was established, the school
curriculum has changed many times to meet the needs of public
education.

These schools were established to prepare students

for college entrance by means of a relatively narrow, formalized
curriculum.

They apparently did not reserve a place for science

in their curriculum since no science offerings were recorded.
Science education began in the academies with the intro¬
duction of natural philosophy, a forerunner of physics, which
was included in the curriculum of the first academy established
by Benjamin Franklin in Philadelphia in 1751.
The curriculum of the first free public high school, En¬
glish High School established in Boston in 1621, not only in¬
cluded natural philosophy, but chemistry as well.

These inclu¬

sions were brought about by the success of the program in the
academies.

Although chemistry was offered as an elective in

this school, it seems to have had a rather uncertain place in
the curriculum of other high schools.
it in their program and others did not.

Some schools presented
Heiss, Obourn, and

Hoffman! state that by 1854, 26.6 per cent of all high school

!Heiss, Elwood D. ©bourn, Ellsworth S. Hoffman, Charles W.
Modern Science Teaching.
The MacMillon Company.
New York
1950. PS. 5.
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students in Ohio were enrolled in classes in chemistry.

There

was little or no laboratory work dene by students prior to 1860
since many schools had difficulty in getting apparatus and chemi¬
cals.
An appraisal of science education in the first fifty years
seems to indicate that these courses were taught primarily for
their practical and informational value with little laboratory
or demonstrational work*
memorization.

Great emphasis was placed on factual

The courses enjoyed wide popularity even among

students who were not preparing for college.

While some of the

textbooks of the period approached the subject inductively, most
of the teaching was dene by lecture and recitation.
Period of College Domination — In 1872 Harvard College
began the practice of accepting physics and other science courses
for college entrance, and, within a few years, most of the col¬
leges had followed suit.

High school courses of study soon

were being prepared by college teachers of science and many of
the textbooks of the time were written by them.

High school

textbooks were nothing more than simplified and abridged college
texts that had little value beyond that of preparing the student
for meeting college entrance requirements.

Colleges had already

set standardizing documents and requirements, the most influen¬
tial of which was the Harvard Descriptive List published in 1887.
This was a listing of forty-six experiments in physics which
were acceptable for college entrance.

The rigid influence of

the college domination of high school science offerings continued

4
down into the early years of this century and the influence
may very well be detected in some of the textbooks that are
still used in high school science today.

p

Reports given by the Committee of Ten of the National
Education Association in 1893 and the committee on College
Entrance Requirements of the same organization given in 1896
and in 1899 helped bring about the standardization of college
entrance requirements.

The College Entrance Board was formed

in 1900 culminating the movement toward standardization.
The reports of these committees had far-reaching influence
on the organization of the high school curricula of the times.
The reports condemned the then common practice of presenting
short term courses in physics, chemistry, astronomy, geology,
botany, zoology, and physiology and recommended full year
courses in fewer sciences.

The first real science sequence

came about as a result of these reports.
was:

The proposed sequence

First year, physical geography; second year, biology;

third year, physics; and fourth year, chemistry.
Contrast this sequence with one of the proposed sequences
made by a group of today’s educators during a recent conference
held for the purpose of discussing mathematics and science
education in U.S. public schools.^

20p. cit.
3American Association of School Administrators, Mathematics
and Science Education in U.S. Public Schools, Circular No.. 533 >
1958, United States Office of Education.
Washington, D.C., pg. 78.

Grade

Average and
Science-shy

Slow

9

Science-prone

All took General Science in undifferentiated classes

10

General Biology

Biology

Honors Biology

11

Physical Science
or
Earth Science

Chemistry

Honors Chemistry

Physics

Honors Physics

12

The science-prone also had the free choice of additional
independant (project type) laboratory research work for three
years.

The definition of the term Science-prone* combines

the concept of superior intelligence with the profound desire
to do sustained and productive research.
Physical science and earth science for the

'slow* students

embody the basic principles of physics and chemistry, but on a
level designed to accommodate their understanding.

Their atti¬

tudes and general understandings toward science are considered
to be far more important than theories through which these atti¬
tudes are gained.
It would be well to note that this type of program was
recommended by the committee for use in high schools that have
a large enrollment.

However, there was no mention in the recom¬

mendations as to the numerical enrollment of the specific group¬
ings mentioned, i.e., large schools, medium schools, and small
schools.

Since there is no guideline, it may be worthwhile for

the author to use two examples that are mentioned later in the
chapter as guides to understanding the general designations set
up by the committee.

The working examples are Forest Hills High

6
(N.Y.)

(3000 students) and Garden City High (N.Y.)

(1100 stu¬

dents) which are large schools compared to the schools sampled
in this study.

For the purpose of this paper, it is assumed

that a large high school should have an enrollment of at least
1000 students, a medium-sized high school from 500 to 999» and

a small-sized high school up to 499*

These categories will

help the understanding of the various restrictions that this
committee has placed on this program.
It is suggested by the proponents of the previously men¬
tioned program that medium-sized schools (500 to 999 students)
may find the diversity of offering of the program impractical.
Two 1 tracks', one designed for the
the combination of average and

'slow* student and one for

'science-prone,' are recommended

and that the especially talented be further encouraged through
differentiated assignments, special tutorial sessions, and
science club work.
In the small schools (10 to 499) the problem of diversity
of offerings becomes acute since the slow, average, and the
science-prone are generally assigned to the same classes.

Even

greater responsibily for diversification falls upon the indivi¬
dual teacher.

Hence, in small schools, there is slight chance

of such a program.
There is an other concept of the sequence of science courses
in hi&h schools that was mentioned at a 1958 conference on mathematics and science in U.S. high schools by Reuben G. Gustavson,
President of Resources for the Future,

Inc., that deserves much
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consideration and merits further study.

Mr. G-ustavson states:

"Let us look at biology, for example.
What is the
current method of approaching the biological problem,
not only in our colleges, but in our high schools as well?
Well, we have general science; and then we take biology.
Biology is the most complex of the subjects; it has the
largest number of variables, it is the field in which
prejudice plays the largest part.
This is where we take
the young scientist and start him.
Why not have chemis¬
try in the tenth grade with its relatively simple mathe¬
matics? The sixth grade mathematics will serve exceedingly
well.
Nothing much beyond that.
If you can tell how
many oranges you can buy for one dollar if they are twenty
cents per dozen, you can work most high school chemistry
problems and most of the problems that you get in the
freshman course in college as well. — You could do that
at the tenth grade level; the concepts are not difficult.
Then in the junior year, let us suppose, you taught physics.
By then you have had greater preparation in mathematics
to deal with the problems.
Then in the senior year, let
us suppose that you taught biology, not only from the
standpoint of classification of morphology, of hammering
away at some of the concepts of evolution, which are
perfectly fine concepts to hammer on.
But because of the
fact that the battle in evolution was 'fought something
like a hundred years ago is no sign that you keep drumming
on it forever, teaching comparative anatomy and all that
sort of thing.
The new day in biology — and there is a
tremendously important new day on the horizon - is the
use of tools of physics and chemistry and mathematics to
understand the biological problem.
There is no question
in the minds of a great many very competent persons that
the next groat area of research will be in the biological
field.
Yet statistics will show that the kind of persons
going into the field (I mean in terms of their training)
are those who have avoided the very tools that the future
will show are necessary if we are going to make any pro¬
gress in solving the problem."
In chemistry problems, the most difficult mathematical
process used is that of proportion which any ninth grade student,
in mathematics must surely have mastered by the end of the year.
The most difficult of the concepts in chemistry lie in the

^G-ustavson, Reuben G-., Science in Tommorrowys World. Mathe¬
matics and Science Education in U.S. Public Schools., Circular
533, U.S. Office of Education, Washington, D.C. 1958
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theoretical material dealing with the actions of the various
compounds and elements involved in the study itself.

Biology

is certainly not a necessary pre-requisite course upon which
the concepts of chemistry can be based.

There is every rea¬

son to assume the contrary because the complex body processes
can be better understood, not only through firm, basic under¬
standing of the chemical process involved, but also through
knowing basic fundamentals that are taught in high school
physics courses as well.

Some examples of biological processes

that can be better understood by understanding chemistry, are
the processes of digestion, mastication, assimilation, res¬
piration, circulation of the blood, cell manufacture and con¬
struction,

the composition of certain foods, testing of foods

for nutrients, and many other processes of the body.

A study

of physics could explain more clearly the process of osmosis,
nerve actions, etc.

There is sufficient reason for educators

to take a thorough examination of the current sequence-ofstudy and to attempt to reorganize this sequence for the most
efficient use of the student mind.
Course Content in High School Chemistry — Whereas many
educators have applied their efforts to an attempt to reorganize
sequence of science study in the high school, others have given
much attention to course content.

At the Conference on Mathe¬

matics and Science Education in U.S. Public Schools held in 1958,

9
Mr. Gustavson states:5
”The high school chemistry course should be one which
the college course can build upon and the college course
should build upon.
High school chemistry should empha¬
size basic principles and a fundamental body of knowledge.
High school chemistry should not emphasize the practical.
In both chemistry and physics we should help the student
get the answers to his own questions.
We should not
merely document what he already knows.”
In much the same trend of thought, Strong and Wilson^ cite
two comments recurring in recent writings concerning the effec¬
tive relationship between college and high school chemistry
courses:
(1) care should be taken to avoid wasteful repetition
between the two courses, and (2) performance in freshman
college chemistry appears to be little influenced by
whether or not the student has had high school chemistry.
This latter statement seems to imply that the standard
high school chemistry course is ineffective as a basis for
more advanced work.”
Reference was made about the inadequacy of textbooks in
science by the 1958 conference in this manner
”Over the past quarter of a century textbooks in science
have become encyclopedic because of the accelerated pace
at which new knowledge has been discovered and because of
the rapid advances in technology.
New topics and appli¬
cations have been added with little thought of removing
material that has become obselets.
Some new concepts have
been neglected.”

5G-ustavson,
pp.

Reuben G-., Summary and Resolutions, op. cit.

25-26

^Strong, Laurence E. and Wilson, M. Kent, ”Chemical Bonds:
A Central Theme for High School Chemistry” Journal of Chemical
Education Vol. 35, February 1958 page 56
^Gustavson, Reuben G., Summary and Resolution op. cit. pp
25-26.
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Mr* Bowen C* Dees also at the conference noted that:^
" — many high-school students learn nothing from the
'cookbook experiments required in science courses and
that there is a real need, not to do away with science
laboratories, but rather to re-examine the functions of
such laboratories and the experiences they provide*”
One example of a conference that took the discussion of
course content as the main theme was the Reed College Ccnference9 at which fifteen high school teachers and eighteen col¬
lege teachers discussed the subject.

This Conference did not

arrive at any concrete answers to the problem of duplicity
between college and high school chemistry courses, but did
make one proposal that offers a way forward toward the achieve¬
ment of clarity and simplicity in high school chemistry and
at the same time provides a basic preparation for future cours-

"It was agreed that a good high school chemistry course
ought to ha,ve a quality of intellectual integrity that
can be communicated to the student and that this could
be achieved by having a focus toward v/hich most of the
discussion could be directed*
If a course for high school
students could be devised with a central theme less broad
than the whole of chemistry, but including the major paths
by which a chemist proceeds in his dealings with chemical
phenomena, then it ought to be possible to produce a rea¬
soned argument for the topics to be included or excluded,
the order of presentation, and the points at which indivi¬
dual variation might most readily be introduced.”

^Dees, Bowen 0., Facilities and Useful Teaching Aids op,
cit. pg* 17
9”The Reed College Conference on the Teaching of Chemistry.,”
Journal of Chemical Education (February 1958) 35:
54-55*
•^Strong, Laurence E* and Wilson, "Chemical Bonds; A Cen¬
tral Theme for High School Chemistry.," op. cit. pp. 56-57*
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11A major differentiating aspect "between chemistry and
other branches of natural philosophy is the concept of
chemical bonds.
Indeed, the making and the breaking of
these ties between atoms is_ chemistry.
Cur proposal is
that "Chemical Bonds" is the logical central theme for
a meaningful high school course."
Since there is limited space at this point it is suffi¬
cient to say that this entire course concept concentrates
upon explaining the basic principles of chemistry through
the action of chemical bonding.
Despite the proposal of the Reed College Conference that
"Chemical Bonds" be adopted as the central theme of the high
school chemistry course, the Conference made an effort to
formulate the fundamental content of a high school course.
The outline of content covers recommended Class Room Instruc¬
tion, Laboratory Instruction, and Examples of Minimum Level
of Treatment,

At this point, it was felt that the objectives

for a high school chemistry course formulated by this Confer¬
ence should be mentioned as a. guideline in comparing the find¬
ings of this study with that of current thought.

These objec¬

tives are listed below
1.

To present the basic principles of chemistry as an

intellectual discipline and to achieve an appreciation of
chemistry as a creative pursuit of human knowledge.
2.

To develop facility in analytic, critical thinking —

especially thinking which involves logical and quantita¬
tive relationships.

op. cit.

12

+ 3*

To develop scientifically literate citizens through

an understanding of (a) the methods of science and (b)
the role of chemistry in society and everyday living*
4*

To stimulate interest in chemistry, to identify

promising students, and to provide adequate preparation
for further scientific studies*
Report of the New England Association of Chemistry Tea¬
chers12 On December 8, 1956,

the Association revised the mini¬

mum syllabus that it had set up in 1939#

The required section

of the syllabus was divided into two parts:

Part I, Descrip¬

tive Chemistry; and Part II, General Chemistry*

Part III,

Supplementary Topics includes subjects that are important but
not essential*

This part was presented for teachers who had

additional time for gifted students.
The NEACT made certain recommendations:1^
" _ that individual laboratory work,

including pre¬

paration of gases, quantitative exercises, and ionic reac¬
tions should be an essential part of the course*

At least

one double laboratory period each week should be assigned
to laboratory work and four single periods to classroom
discussions and demonstrations.11

12hA Minimum Syllabus for a College Preparatory Course in
Chemistry" New England Association of Chemistry Teachers, Journal of Chemistry Education (June 1957) 34:307
•^Report of the New England Association of Chemistry
Teachers op* cit* pg* 307*
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Laboratory Work With Non-Accelerated Students—In a study
in which he attempted to learn the benefits gained from out
enriched investigative experiences as contrasted with regular
lecture,

14

demonstration, and classical laboratory work, Lucow

divided accelerated pupils and non-accelerated pupils into two
sections each*

One accelerated and one non-accelerated sec¬

tion were given the enriched course which he named laboratorycentered groups; the other two

(one accelerated and one non¬

accelerated) groups were given the regular course which he
called the textbook-centered groups.

He found that the accel¬

erated groups did equally well with the textbook centered course
as with the laboratory-centered on a ‘criterion examination.1
He found that the non-accelerated pupils did better according
to the spread of scores of the examination with the laboratorycentered course than those having had the textbook centered
course.

The implication for this study being that all chemis¬

try courses should have some laboratory work and that the non¬
accelerated classes benefit most by laboratory work.
Clubs and Extra-Curricular Science Activities — In most
schools administrators and supervisors utilize extra-curricular
activities as a means of stimulating pupil participation and
initiative in learning.

The advantages of clubs over regular

classroom procedures have been stated by McKown#^^

1^Lucow,

William H. '’Learning of High School Chemistry,”
The Science Teacher.
(November 1955) XXII pp. 283-285
l^Mckown, H.C., School Clubs, MacMillan Co., New York, 1929*
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"The Club offers the pupil an opportunity for specializa¬
tion which he does not have in the classroom.

In the class¬

room his work is formal, in the club it is informal; in the
classroom he is told what to do,

in the club he does what

he chooses; in the classroom his method of dealing with the
topic is clearly outlined by teacher imposed restrictions,
in the club program the method is of his own devising; in
the classroom he tries to please the teacher, in the club
he works for his own and his club*s interests and for the
joy of doing his work; in the classroom he conforms to a
system, in the club he suits his own convenience.

In short,

the club represents freedom and expression where the class¬
room represents conformity and repression.”
The science clubs in the public school serve a definite
purpose in that they may be the means for the accelerated and
science-prone pupil to enrich his knowledge of science and also
do individual experimentation within his own interests.

This

is especially true of small-sized and middle-sized high schools
where a diversity of course offerings is particularly difficult
to achieve.
Webb*1-^ has compiled a list of clubs that seem to be most
popular with students.

The most popular of these are listed in

the order of their popularity.

^Webb, H.A., "Some First-Hand Information Concerning
Science Clubs," School Science and Mathematics, XXIX:
273-276,

1929

Types of Science Clubs
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

General Science
Chemistry
Physics
Biology
Nature
Radio
Astronomy

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Photography
Experiments
Aviation
Birds
Botany
Current Science
Meteorology

The investigation further stated that these clubs held meetings
both during and after school.

Out of two hundred clubs poled,

fifty per-cent held meetings during school and fifty per-cent
held meetings after school.

It is the author*s candid opinion

that where vital and effective clubs are active there is activi¬
ty both in and outside the framework of the school day.
Class Enrollment in Chemistry — Brown and Obourn in a study
conducted for the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Wel¬
fare^ reported that the average enrollment in chemistry classes
was 22.6 pupils as a national average.

In a further and more

recent study these same authors found 46.2 percent or,
est percent of schools reporting,

the high¬

stated that the average class

1R

length in minutes was in the' 55-59 minute range.±0

The next

most common reported durations were the 50-54 range and the 45\

49 range with 24.0 percent and 19*0 percent,

respectively.

Less

than 1 percent reported a length of period greater than 60 minutes

^Brown, Kenneth E. and Obourn, Ellsworth S., "Offerings and
Enrollments in Science and Mathematics in Public High Schools,
1956”, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office
of Education., Washington, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Reprinted 1958 pg. 20, (Pamphlet 120)
^Brown, Kenneth E. and Obourn, Ellsworth S., "Qualifications
and Teaching Loads of Matics and Science Teachers in Maryland,
New Jersey and Virginia," U.S. Department of Health, Education
and Welfare. Office of Education, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C., Circular 575, 1959, pg* 86.
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and only 10.6 percent between 40 and 44.

Class length then in

most cases, was between 55 and 60 minutes.
Implications for this Study — From the previous informa¬
tion given in these studies and citations, certain implications
as to the form and content of a standard high school chemistry
course peculiar to the needs of today*s schools are quite clear.
According to this particular set of information, a current
chemistry program should:
1.

Be presented in a proper sequence so that its basic

fundamentals add to the pupil's growing understanding of science
phenomena in his environment and not duplicate or confuse it.
2.

Be presented as early as the tenth, but, surely by the

eleventh grade.
3.

Be designed in levels of content so that the slow,

average, and science-prone student may proceed at the level
most suited to his ability to understand.
4.

Be designed so that, whenever possible, pupils are

homogeneously grouped according to their science ability.
5.

Be designed so that the science-prone may have an

extra enriched program of study.
6.

Be basic and fundamental in course content and not

practical in nature.
7.

Be a course that college chemistry can build upon.

8.

Be provided with texts that emphasize basic principles

and theory without being encyclopedic in nature.
9.

Be presented in such a manner as to provide proper

sequence of learning in correlated subjects.

17

10.

Be presented as a

‘central theme' subject, e.g.

chemical bends.
11.

Be provided with laboratory experiences for all class¬

es, even the applied or general classes.
12.

Have at least one double period laboratory per week

in which the pupils perform experiments designed for student
experiences in the scientific method of discovery, research
and deduction.
13.

Have more than one double laboratory period provided

for the college preparatory classes and the science-prone.
14.

Have periods of between fifty to sixty minutes in

duration per single period.
15.

Have enrollment of approximately 23 pupils per section.

16.

Have ample club or extra-curricula activities for

students wTith special science interests and ample opportunities
for these students to exhibit or demonstrate their special
talents or projects.
Whereas the suggestions listed above are based partially
on actual study and, partially on the suggestions of outstand¬
ing educators, each of the foregoing suggestions points the
way toward a more efficient science program.

Obviously, there

is still much to be done and it is the purpose of this thesis
to compare the standing of certain schools in Massachusetts
with the preceeding features.

CHAPTER II
OUTLINE OF PROCEDURE

CUTLIHE OF PROCEDURE
Statement of the Problem — This thesis has a triple
purpose:

(1) to gather and set down in proper statistical

form, data concerning the chemistry curricula in operation
in a selected group of Massachusetts high schools,

(2) to

compare each facet of their programs with criteria set forth
by the author and substantiated by the suggestions cf other
contemporary writers on the subject, and (3) to make any
summations or suggestions that seem to be an evident result
of that comparison*
A. check list type cf questionnaire was sent to seventyfive high schools throughout Massachusetts.

The questionnaire

and letter of transmittal were sent to the Head of the Depart¬
ment of Chemistry in each of the respective schools.

A

sample questionnaire and letter of transmittal are included
in Appendix 1 and 2.

Little attention was paid to any special

sampling except that,

in order to get a complete cross-section

it was felt necessary to send the queries to approximately
the same numbers of large, medium-and small-sized schools.
The text of this study is based on the resulting replies made
by the forty-eight schools out of the original seventy-five
sc ho ols thnt were queried.
A list of the schools answering the questionnaire is
included in Appendix 3»
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How the Questionnaire was Constructed — The purpose of
this problem was that of collecting data concerning the current
chemistry curricula in Massachusetts schools and the most
promising way to do that was through the use of a check-list
type of questionnaire.

The questionnaire was so constructed

as to obtain answers to specific questions with the least
amount of literary effort on the part of the respondant.
The wording was simple and sufficient choice of responses
for complete coverage of all possible answers was provided.
In one case in which there was a variety of answers dealing
writh three types of chemistry classes, a special block was
constructed for more ease in furnishing answers.

Attention

was paid to sequence so that all allied material was grouped
together.

Finally,

the questionnaire was not long enough

to make its completion by the respondant a tedious task.
Much effort went into the construction of the final
copy of the questionnaire.

Not only did a list of questions

have to be designed to give a pattern of responses that wrould
present a complete educational picture of each school program,
but, also, a list of practical experiments had to be compiled,
assayed as to fitness for use, and then culled to fit the
brevity of the questionnaire.
Numerous laboratory manuals were consulted until the list
of laboratory experiments followed closely the general concept
of the ideal high school chemistry course that correlated to
the general criteria set up in the problem.
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The questions were grouped according to a reasonable set
of categories:

general organization of the chemistry curr-

culum, equipment and facilities, extra—curriculax activities
based on the science program, new or advanced training pro¬
grams, and the list of experiments performed.
Assumptions and Limitations — In attempting a project
such as this, the author must make certain assumptions:
that the data gained is a true sampling,

(1)

(2) that errors in

the reporting by each school are at a minimum, and (3) that
the questions and responses give an accurate picture.
Since this project was designed very carefully in order
to eliminate any or all of these errors, if possible, it is
the author's staunch belief that the errors incurred through
any of the above factors are negligible in their effect upon
the accuracy of the final report.
There are, however, certain limitations that must be
reported at this time. It was not the author's intention to
obtain a voluminous amount of data since the quality of the
reporting was of far greater import. Certain schools, in not
reporting as completely as possible limited the usefulness of
their reports.
There are also certain areas of exploration in the cur¬
rent program in chemistry that do not lend themselves to
complete examination and evaluation. Complete information
about such areas would have to be gathered by direct contact
or by an extraordinarily long and tedious questionaire. Both
of these methods would necessarily lead to few or devious
reportings.
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Such areas are:

teacher qualifications,

science library

facilities, and the amount and type of chemical equipment.
This study was further limited in that it was based on
an objective type of questionnaire which does not,

fundamen¬

tally, lend itself to the obtaining of any complete picture
of the various programs and innovations of the representative
schools.

Some schools that have introduced, or plan to intro¬

duce new chemistry programs were not able to give a complete
enough description of them.

In most cases, even though all

were asked to send descriptive literature concerning these
innovations, only two of the 48 responding sent any material.
Hence,

the value accruing from the study of these programs

is lost to this report.

At the least, it can be reported

that such programs are in operation in some schools and various
others are envisioning some future changes.
Thus, the results given here should be considered only
as a contribution to whatever fund of knowledge there is
about the current chemistry curricula in secondary schools
in Massachusetts.
Lastly, the conclusions in the study are based on the
assumption that the information given in the individual reports
was substantially correct.

CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE MATERIAL
ON THE CHEMISTRY PROGRAM

•j

CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE MATERIAL
ON THE CHEMISTRY PROGRAM
Number of Replies — As shown in Table I, although an
attempt was made to get equal representation from each of the
large, medium and small-sized schools, the largest number of
replies came from the large-sized schools

(27) an^ next largest

from the small-sized schools (10) while the least number was
received from the medium-sized schools (9)»

One of the reasons

for this may be that some of the smaller schools have become
regional schools and therefore may have slipped into the larger
classification.

The classifications were made as follows:

large schools, enrollment above 1000 pupils; medium schools,
enrollment of 500 to 999; small schools, enrollment up to 499*
Only two schools, of the forty-eight reporting,

failed to re¬

port their total enrollment and, therefore, their responses
were of limited use.
Number of Teachers Teaching at Least One Chemistry Class
According to Table I, the number of teachers teaching at least 1
section of chemistry per day ranges from a high of seven at
Springfield Technical
high school range.

High School to a low of one in the large

In the medium range of high school, tne

high is four at Northampton High School and the low of one is
shared by six other high schools.

Out of the group of nine

high schools in this range of size, only Walpole with two tea¬
chers and North Adams with three have more than one teacher of
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TABLE I
List of Large-Sized Schools in Order of Size, Total
Enrollment, Number of Teachers, Student-Teacher Ratio, Year
Offered.

School

Total
Enrollment

Number of
Chemistry
Teachers

Fall River
Lowell
Boston Latin
New Bedford
Somerville
Springfield Tech.
Cambridge Latin
Medford
Pittsfield
Malden
Revere
Framingham
Taunton
Haverhill
Melrose
Gloucester
Salem
Natick
Needham
Fitchburg
Beverly
Hyde Park
Roslindale
Winchester
Waltham
Holyoke
Wachusett Region#

3000
3000
2400
2300
2200
2100
2000
1900
I9OO
1800
1700
1700
1600
1590
1475
1400
1400
1400
1400
1350
1250
1200
1200
1200
1150
1100
1100

4
5
3
5
3
7*3
3
3
3
2
2
3
2
1*
2
2
2
2
1*
4
2
1
2
3
2
2

StudentTeacher
Ratio

26
25
29
26
20
25
24
26
28
25
35
24
24
25
27
25
35
24
24
24
25
30
35
22
25
30
20

Year
Taken

11 or 12
11 or 12
11
11
11
11 or 12
11
11
11 or 12
11
11
11 or 12
11
11
11 or 12
11 or 12
11
11 or 12
11 or 12
11 or 12
11
11
11
10, 11 or
11 or 12
11 or 12
11
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chemistry.

In the small high school range only Tatasqua

Regional has two teachers of chemistry and the rest have
one.

This is to be expected in the case of small high schools

because of the relatively small enrollment in chemistry*
median number of teachers in the large school is two,

The

the

median number for the medium-sized schools is one, and that
of the small schools is one.

Perhaps a better way to compare

the large, medium and small schools in this aspect is by
%

dividing the number of teachers of chemistry in each school
into the total enrollment.

This would give a figure which

would be common ground for easy comparison.

This figure will

be referred to as enrollment per teacher.
In the large schools,

the median enrollment per teacher

is one teacher for every 615 students in total enrollment, the
median enrollment for the medium-sized schools is one teacher
for every 510 students, while in the small schools the median
drops to one teacher for every 360 students.

The overall median

for this figure is one teacher for every 550 students enrolled,
i.e., taking a comparison of all schools disregarding size
groupings.

It would seem by comparison that the smaller-size

schools have the advantage of a better teacher-pupil ratio.
Taking the information given for student-teacher ratio in each
of the Tables I,

II, and III, this does seem to be the case.

The median for the large school teacher-student ratio is 24.4
pupils per teacher; the median for the medium-sized school
teacher-student ratio is 24.4; and the median for the small¬
sized school teacher-student ratio is 20.0.

Whereas the median
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teacher-student ratio for the small school differs by 4*4
students the difference is not so great as the enrollment
per teacher medians would tend to indicate.
student-teacher ratio for the forty-eight,

The overall
24.1,

is 1.5

pupils mere than the 1956 national average class size1 2 * * 5 which
was given as 22.6.

In a similar study done by Brown and

Obourn involving a sampling taken in Virginia, Maryland and
New Jersey,^ the average class size was 23*7 or 0.4 of a
pupil less than the class average found in this study.

In

taking the individual states in this study, however, Mass¬
achusetts ranks higher than Virginia
Jersey

(21*3 pupils) and New

(22.7 pupils) but lower than Maryland

The authors of this study report that:

(28.7 pupils).

"The average class

size in small-and medium-sized high schools was well below
the national class average but in the large-sized high schools
it was well above."3
In the comparison of small-sized high schools with medium
and large-sized high schools,

in this study made by the author

it was found that the small-sized high schools

.."

.

,

•

~

(20.0 pupils)

^

^Brown, Kenneth E. and Obourn, Ellsworth S., "Offerings
and Enrollments in Science and Mathematics in Public High
Schools in 1956.," U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare., U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington Pamph¬
let 120.
1958. pg. 20

2Brown, Kenneth E. and Obourn', Ellsworth S., "Qualifica¬
tions and Teaching Loads of Mathematics and Science Teachers
in Maryland, New Jersey and Virginia.," U.S. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Education., U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., Circular 575,
1959, Pg* 90

50£. £it*> PS* 24
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ranged below the national class average,
and large-sized high schools

while both medium-

(24*4) ranged above#

This

would seem to make this study disagree with that of Brown
and Obourn^ but it actually does not because these authors
designated small high schools at 10 to 199 pupil enrollment,
the medium high schools at 200 to 499 pupil enrollment,
the large schools at 500 and beyond#

and

This study places

small schools at 10 to 499 which includes both the small and
medium high schools of the Brown and Obourn study#

The

medium and large high schools in this study then would com¬
pare with the enrollment of the large schools in the study
of Brown and Obourn.
and beyond).

(medium-500 to 999>

large schools 1000

To sum up the findings of this study regarding

average class enrollment,

the large schools in Massachusetts

have the larger average class enrollment in chemistry and
the small schools have the smaller.

This compares with the

findings of Brown and Obourn in their study.
Year in Which Chemistry is Offered — In the large
schools in Table I, every one of the

schools offered chemis¬

try in the eleventh grade, 13 of the 27 offered chemistry in
either the eleventh or twelveth grades, and only one school
(Winchester) reported that it is offered in the tenth as well
as the eleventh or twelveth.

The eleventh grade appears with

the greatest frequency in the large schools.

4-op. cit.,

pg. pg. 22
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TABLE II
List of Medium-and Small-Sized Schools in Order of Size,
Total Enrollment, Number of Teachers, Student-Teacher Ratio,
Year Offered.

School

Total
Enrollment

North Adams
Northampton
Agawam
Westfield
G-reenf ield
Longmeadow
Walpole
Dennis-Yarmouth
Adams

920
800
800
700
630
560
540
520
500

Turners Falls
Amherst Region
Great Barrington
Pioneer Valley
Duxbury
Williamstown
Tatasqua Region.
Frontier Region.
Narragansett
South Hadley
Foxborough
Gardner

490
425
400
385
380
360
333
325
250
130
#

Number of
Chemistry
Teachers

Student-Teacher
Ratio

Medium-sized Schools
3
4
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
Small-sized Schools
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

no figure given by respondant

Year
Taken

28
25
22
26
20
27
26
25
22

11
11 or 12
11 or 12
12
11
11 or 12
11
12
12

24
23
20
15
15
15
16
30
25
0
15
22

11
12
11
11 or 12
0
12
11
12
11
11 or 12
11
11
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In Table II, only three schools offer the course in the
eleventh or twelfth, three offer the course only in the
eleventh, and three offer the course only in the twelfth
grade*

Chemistry seems to be most frequently offered in the

eleventh year in the medium-sized high schools.
In the smaller schools only two schools offer chemis¬
try in the 11th or 12th grades while six of the schools out
of twelve offer the course in the 11th grade and three out
of the twelve offer chemistry in the 12th grade.

It seems

that the small schools favor the eleventh grade for chemistry.
Out of the forty-eight schools reporting,

forty-six of

the schools mention the 11th grade as a grade in which chemis¬
try is offered.

The two previously mentioned sequences of

science courses (Forest Hills High (N.Y.)— 11th grade and
Garden City (N.Y.) — 10th grade for the science-prone, 11th
grade for the college preparatory, and 12th grade for the slow),
it seems that there is a diversity of opinion.

It is the stud¬

ied opinion of the author that the most important and best
grade to give chemistry is the tenth grade.

The argument for

this opinion has been previously given in Chapter I.
Standardized Material Content for All Chemistry Classes —
Fifteen of the large schools answered that the chemistry ma¬
terial content was standardized for all classes, while 12 out
of the 27 answered that the content of the various classes
differed.

Out of the nine medium-sized schools reporting,

eight reported having their material content of the course
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standardized and one reported that the course content was
different for the various courses.
Standardized Achievement Tests -- When queried about the
use of a standardized achievement test, 15 of the 27 large
schools replied that they did; 5 of the 9 medium-sized schools
replied to the affirmative and 6 out of 12 of the small schools
answered yes to the question.

Slightly less than fifty per

cent of the forty-eight schools polled on the question replied
that they do not use standardized achievement tests.
Tyres of Science Clubs Reported — Table III lists the
various activities that the schools maintained.

It would be

vrell to note that upon examination of the contents of Table III
that much of the variety of activities and the greater fre¬
quence of occurrence favor the larger high school offerings.
It must also be noted that the clubs or activities having the
greater popularity are the ones that are not specialized in
nature of offering, e.g., Science Pair, Science Club, etc.
It is only natural that these activities would attract pupils
of diversified talents and also include other clubs of a spe¬
cialized nature wherever there is a scarcity of sponsors or
lack of sufficient membership to warrant forming a separate
club.

It is assumed that this is a condition existing parti¬

cularly in the smaller-sized schools.
Only two of the large schools, three of the medium-sized
schools and one of the smaller-sized schools failed to list
any type of extra-curricular activities in science.
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TABLE III
List of Activities in Large-, Medium-, and Small-sized
Schools according to frequency of Occurrence,

Activity

Science Fair
Science Club
Photography Club
Chemistry Club
Biology Club
Meteorology Club
Science Seminar
Radio Club
Engineering Club
Radiation Club
Rocket Club
Science-Math Club
Laboratory Club
Bo Clubs

Large
Schools

Medium
Schools

Small
Schools

3
2
4
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
3

7
7
2
4
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1

15
15
8
0
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

Types of Chemistry Courses — Tables IV, V, VI, and VII
list the various schools and their course offerings and the
information concerning them.

College preparatory courses are

listed in Tables IV and V, while the applied, general, or nur¬
ses are covered in Table VI and the accelerated course is displayed in Table VII#

All the schools reported at least one

section in college preparatory chemistry#

Fifteen of the large¬

sized schools cut of the total twenty-seven reporting were
conducting programs in general, applied, or nurses* chemistry
courses for a percentage of 50*5 per cent#

Only two out of

the nine medium-sized schools reported any type of general or
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TABLE IV
College Preparatory Chemistry Classes in Large Schools,
Number of Sections per Day, Duration of Lecture and Labora¬
tory Periods in Minutes

School

Fall River
Lowell
Boston Latin
New Bedford
Somerville
Springfield Tech.
Cambridge Latin
Medford
Pittsfield
Malden
Revere
Framingham
Taunton
Haverhill
Melrose
Gloucester
Salem
Natick
Needham
Fitchburg
Beverly
Hyde Park
Ro siindale
Winchester
Waltham
Holyoke
Wachusetts Reg.

#
@
*

Total
Enrollment

Sections
per Day

Average
Size

3000
3000

6
4
4
14
14
19
4
10
10
6
4
8
6
5
4
4
2
7
7
3
9
3
5
8
8
3
6

26
25
29
26
20
25
24
26
28
25
35
24
24
25
27
25
35
24
24
24
25
30
35
22
25
30
20

2400
2300
2200
2100
2000
1900
1900
1800
1700
1700

1600
1590
1475
1400
1400
1400
1400
1350
1250
1200
1200
1200
1150
1100
1100

Periods
ner week
Lecture

5
5
4
2
4
5
4
4
4
4
5
*
4
4
4
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
#
3
4
3
4

no scheduled laboratory, optionally scheduled by teacher.
no scheduled laboratory, scheduled after school for a
selected few*
not given by the respondant*

Duration of
Lecture
Period

Laboratory
Periods
per Week

Duration of
Laboratory
. Periods

55
55
50
42
43
42
45
40
50
42

2
5
1
2
1
#
3
1
1
1
@

120

53
45
45
55
50
50
40
44
40
50
40

#

,

50
44
43
52

1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
2
2
2

55
100

84
90
42
45
80
50
42
@
53
90
90
60
90
50
80
52
40
100

40
45
50
100

80
52
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TABLE V
College Preparatory Chemistry Classes in Medium and
Small Schools, Humber of Sections per Day, Duration of Lec¬
ture and Laboratory Periods in Minutes and Average Class
Size.

School

Total
Enrollment

Average
Sections
Class Size per Day

Medium-sized Schools
26
North Adams (Drury)
920
800
Northampton
25
800
22
Agawam
700
26
Westfield
20
630
Greenfield
560
Longmeadow
27
540
26
Walpole
520
Dennis-Yarmouth
25
500
22
Adams
Turners Falls
Amherst Region
Gr. Barrington
Pion. Valley Reg.
Duxbury
Williamstown
Ta/fcasqua Reg.
Frontier Reg.
Narraganse tt
South Hadley
Foxborough
Gardner

Small-sized Schools
24
490
23
425
20
400
15
385
380
15
36O
15
16
333
30
325
250
25
130

*

4
5
3
5
3
2
2
2
2

2

3
2
2
2
2

3
1
1

Lecture
Periods
per Wee]

Duration of
Lecture
Period

Laboratory
Periods
per Week

Duration of
Laboratory
Periods

6

45
40
42
42
55
55
50
40
52

1
2
2
1
2
1
2

90
80
84
42
55
85
50
40
50

7
5
4
3
3
4
5
5
5
4
4
3
4
5
3
4
5
4

4C-

3

15

2

2

22

3

4

.ing done by individual teacher
no figures given by respondant.

45
50
50
50
50
40
60

40
45
50
30
45

4
2

#

45

1

100

3
4

50
50

1
1
1
1

100

#

45
50
45
45

5
4-5
2

40
120
80
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applied courses which is only 22.2 per cent of the schools
reporting.

Out of the 12 small schools reporting, five of

them mentioned that they conducted general courses in chem¬
istry.

This was 24.0 per cent of the schools reporting.

It would seem that the medium-sized schools, due to their
greater variety of courses in chemistry for the needs of
the average student than the small schools.
Ten of the twenty-seven large schools reported classes
designed to take care of the interests of the science-prone
student.

This is 37.1 per cent of the number reporting.

The majority of the schools reported only one such class as
indicated in Table VII, column 3*.

The exceptions are Lowell

(8 sections per day), Pittsfield and Framingham (each having
listed three sections per day).
Of the medium-sized schools, only Longmeadow reported
having any t\rpe of accelerated classes.

This is only 11.1

per cent of the medium-sized schools that reported.
None of the small schools reported having any type of
advanced work In chemistry.

It is to be expected that the

small schools would have few or no forms of accelerated work
because of the small enrollment and also because of the heavy
and varied teaching load of the small school science teacher.
It is hoped that the small schools provide for the needs of
the science-prone student through the various science extra¬
curricular activities, where his special talents may lead
him into productive work.
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TABLE VI
Applied, and General Chemistry Classes in all Schools,
Humber of Sections per Day, Duration of Lecture and Labora¬
tory Periods in Minutes, and Average Class Size.

Total
Enrollment

School

Average
Class Size

Sections
per Day

Lecture
Periods
per Wee3

Length of
Lect. Per.

8
6
2
8
5
1
3
1
1
2
2
2
1
2
1

5
4
3
5
5
4
4
5
5
4
4
3
5
5
5

55
55
43
42
45
50
42

3
2

1
2
2
2
1

Lab. Per. Length of
per Week Lab. Per.

Large-sized Schools
Fall River
Lowell
Somerville
Springfield Tech.
Cambridge Latin
Pittsfield
Malden
Revere
Haverhill
Gloucester
Salem
Hyde Park
Waltham
Holyoke
Wachusetts Reg.

3000
3000
2200
2100
2000
1900
1800
1700
1590
1400
1400
1200
1150
1100
1100

30
25
20
25
25
28
25
35
20
25
30
30
25
30
16

0
1
1
#
1
1

0
55
90
42
45
50
42

*

@

@

45
50
50
40
44
43
52

2
0
1
2
0
0
0

45
0
50
40
0
0
0

5
5

45
50

0
0

0
0

5
5
51.
4
4

45
50
45
50
45

0
0
0
0
2

0
0
0
0
45

#

Medium-sized Schools
920
540

North Adams
Walpole

28
20

Small-sized Schools
Turners Falls
Amherst Reg.
Narragansett
South Hadley
Gardne r
n.b.

#
@
*

490
425
250
130
0

30
15
20
0
16

none assigned, optionally planned by teacher.
laboratory held after school for a selected few*
no response to question.

1

TABLE VII

.
•

Accelerated Chemistry Classes in all Schools, Number
of Sections per Day, Average Class Size, Duration of Lec¬
ture and Laboratory Periods in Minutes.

Total
Enrollment

School

Average
Class Size

Sections
per Day

Lecture
Periods
per Week

Length of Lab. Per.
Lect. Per. per Week

.

...

Length of
Lab. Per.

...

Large-sized Schools
Lowell
Boston Latin
New Bedford
Medford
Pittsfield
Revere
Framingham
Salem
Needham
Fitchburg

3000
2400
2300
1900
1900
1700
1700
1400
1400
1350

25
22
20
26
14
27
20
25
12
18

8
1
1
3
3
1
1
1
1
1

3
4
2
4
4
#
5
4
3
4

53
50
44
40

m
2
1

55
100
84
80
50
@
53
50
42
80

1

3

55

1

85

55
50
42
40
50
4\

2
1
2
1
3
.©

#

Medium-sized Schools
560

Longmeadow

14

Small-sized Schools
None mentioned.
n.b.

*
@

§
//#

no response to question.
Laboratory held after school for a selected
few.
none assigned, optionally planned by teacher.
scheduled after school.
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Percent of Students Enrolled in Chemistry.—The enroll¬
ments in college preparatory, applied and accelerated classes
in chemistry for each school is given in Tables VIII and IX.
Tnese tables also show the total enrollment for es,ch school
addition to the percent of students enrolled in the chemis¬
try course,..
In the large-sized schools, Springfield tops the list
with 32.1 per cent reported enrolled in chemistry courses.
The next highest are:

Waltham, 19.6 per cent; Pittsfield,

18.4 per cent; and Beverly, 18.0 per cent.

The large per cent

shown enrolled at Springfield Technical (32.1) is more than
likely due to the fact that this school specializes in students
that are interested in taking such subjects.

It neccessarily

follows that there would be a higher percentage of students
taking a course in chemistry.

Other schools such as Waltham

(19*6 per cent), on the other hand, must necessarily deal with
a greater variety of student needs.

Therefore, the high per¬

centage of pupils enrolled in chemistry courses in Springfield
Technical will not be considered as a trend, only as a commen¬
dable example.
Perhaps the lowest figure of 5.8 per cent could be consi-.
dered a case in the opposite extreme, i.e.,

that this school

represents more of a liberal arts type of school.

The median

of the larger schools in percentage enrollment in chemistry
is 12.5.
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TABLE VIII;
Per Cent of Total Enrollment of Large-sized High Schools
Enrolled In Chemistry, Enrollment of College Preparatory,
Applied, and Accelerated Classes,

School

Fall River
Lowell
Boston Latin
New Bedford
Somerville
Springfield Tech
Cambridge Latin
Medford
Pittsfield
Malden
Revere
Framingham
Taunton
Haverhill
Melrose
Gloucester
Salem
Natick
Needham
Fitchburg
Beverly
Hyde Park
Roslindale
Winchester
Waltham
Holyoke
Wachusetts Reg,

Total
Enrollment

3000
3000

2400
2300
2200
2100
2000
1900
1900
1800
1700
1700
1600
1590
1475
1400
1400
1400
1400
1350
1250
1200
1200
1200
1150
1100
1100

College
Preparatory
Enrollment

Applied
Enrollment

136
100
116
364
280
475
96
260
280
150
140
192
144
125
108
100
70
168
168
72
225
90
175
17 6
200
90
120

240
150
0
0

40
200

125
0
28

75
35
20

0
20

0
50
60

0
0
0
0
60

0
0
25
60

16

Accelerated
Enrollment

0
200
22
20
0
0
0
78
42
0
27
0
0
0
0
0
25
0
12
18
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total
Chemistry
Enrollment

376
450
138
384
310
675
221

338
350
225
202
212

144
145

108

Per Cent

12.5
15.0

5.8
16.7
14.1
32.1
11.0
17.7

18.4
12.5

11.9
12.5

9.0
9.2
7.3

150

10.7

155
168
180
90
225

11.1
12.0
12.9

225

6.8
18.0
12.5
14.6
14.7
19.6

150

13.6

136

12.6

150
175
176
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TABLE IX
Percent of Total Enrollment of Medium-and Small-sized
Schools Enrolled in Chemistry, Enrollment in College Prepara¬
tory, Applied and Accelerated Classes.

School

Total
Enrollment

College
Preparatory
Enrollment

Applied
Enrollment

Accelerated
Enrollment

Total
Chemistry
Enrollment

Per-cent

Medium-sized Schools
North Adams
Northampton
Agawam
Westfield
Greenfield
Longmeadov;
Wainole
Dennis-Yarmouth
Adams

920
800
800
700
630

560
540
520
500

94

125
66
130

60
34
52
50
44

56
0
0
0
0
0
40
0
0

0

[

0
0
0
0
14
0
0
0

150
125

66
130

60
68
92
50
44

16.3
15.6
8.3
18.6
9.5
12.2
17.0
9.6
8.8

Small-sized Schools
Turners Falls
Amherst Reg.
Gr. Barrington
Pion. Valley Reg
Duxbury
Williamstown
Tatasqua Reg.
Frontier Reg.
Narragansett

490

425
400
385
380
360

333
325
250

48
69
40
30
30
30
48
30
25

30
30

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0

40

I

78
99
40
30
30
30
48
30
65

15.9
23.3
10.0

7.8
7.9
8.3

14.4
9.3
26.0
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For the medium-sized schools, Westfield with 18*6 per¬
cent enrolled in chemistry is the top percentage while the
lowest is 8.3 percent.

The median for the medium-sized

schools is 12.5 per cent of the total enrollment enrolled in
chemistry.
In the small-sized school group, Narragansett is high
with 26.0 per cent enrolled in chemistry while the low is
only 7.8 per cent enrolled in chemistry.

The median percen¬

tage for the small-sized schools is 10.5*
The overall median for all the schools reporting is 12.4
per cent.
College Preparatory Lecture Periods per Week -- Of all
the schools polled, the most common number of lecture periods
per week in college preparatory chemistry regardless of size
was four.

Twenty-five schools reported four lecture periods

per week, nine schools reported five lecture periods per week,
seven reported three lecture periods per week, one reported
having seven and one reported having six lecture periods per
week.
The median duration of the lecture period in minutes was
found to be 45 minutes for the entire sample.

Five of the

schools reported having 55 minute lecture periods and only one
reported having 30 minute lecture periods.

Twenty-six of the

schools reported having lecture periods of 45 minutes or longer
duration.

One school reported three, 60-minute lecture periods

per week which is quite unusual.
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TABLE X
Comparison of Total Duration of College Preparatory
Lectures and Laboratory in Minutes per Week*

School

Fall River
Lowell
Boston Latin
New Bedford
Somerville
Springfield Tech*
Cambridge Latin
Medford
Pittsfield
Malden
Revere
Framingham
Taunton
Haverhill

Total
Total
Lecture Lab

School

Large--sized Schools
Melrose
240*-* Gloucester
275
Salem
275
275
200
100** Natick
84
168*-”- Needham
90** Fitchburg
172
210
Beverly
#
180
Hyde Park
135
160
80** Rosiindale
200
50
Winchester
168
Waltham
42
*
Holyoke
@
■Jr
Wachusetts Reg*
#
180
90**
180**
180

Total
Lecture

220
150
200
160
176
160
200
160

Total
Lab

60fi

150
176
129
208

180*-*
50
80**
52
40
100**
80**
45
100**
200**
160**
104**

165
200
200
260

85^
100
160
100

200
180
160
225
200

40
120**
80**
#
250

•Jr

Medium-sized Schools
North Adams
Northampton
Agawam
Westf ield
G-reenf ield

270
280
210
168
165

90**
160**
168**
42
110

Longmeadow
Walpole
Dennis-Yarmouth
Adams

Small--sized Schools
Turners Falls
Amherst Reg*
Gr* Barrington
Plon* Valley Reg*
Duxbury
#
**

225
200
200
150
200

*
100**
150
200
100**

not given by respondant
double periods

Williamstown
Tatasqua Reg*
Frontier Reg*
Narragansett
South Hadley

#
@
^

optionally scheduled as neede
Scheduled after school for a
few
not a double period, but ex¬
tended*
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The best method of comparing lecture time devoted to the
study of chemistry is that of comparing the total time allotted
during the week to this subject.

Table X shows this total time

given over to the lecture period per week and compares the
total time in each of the responding schools - according to their
respective size*
Northampton reported the largest amount of time allotted
to the lecture period (280 minutes), two other schools vie for
next highest (275 minutes), Fall River and Lowell.

The lowest

reported number of lecture period minutes per week was 84
minutes*

Three of the schools did not give this information

and are not recorded.

The median number of minutes allotted

to lecture per week is 200 for this sampling.
College Preparatory Laboratory Periods -- In this phase
of the course the number of laboratory periods were reported
in Tables IV and V as the following:

Three schools reported

having up to five laboratory periods per week, one school re¬
ported as many as four per week,

two reported three per week,

fifteen reported two per week, twenty-one reported one per week,
four schools reported that laboratories were not scheduled re¬
gularly but only at the teacher's discretion, and one school
reported that the period or periods were scheduled after school
for a selected few.
This information is not a good indication of the compar¬
able laboratory activities of the various schools because it
does not indicate the amount of time devoted to this very
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necessary phase oi chemistry*

Table X gives a much clearer

picture of this phase by displaying the total number of min¬
utes devoted to the laboratory per week.

Twenty-two of the

forty-six schools run double laboratory periods.

Many of

those schools reporting only one or two laboratory periods
have this type of schedule which is considered mere effective
than the single laboratory period.
The highest number of minutes per week was reported by
Lowell

(275) and the lowest reported was 40 minutes per week.

The median for the schools is 100 minutes per week devoted to
laboratory work.

The interquartile range includes the numbers

from 80 to 168.

Two schools, Longmeadow and Melrose submitted

durations for the laboratory that were longer than their regu¬
lar periods.

Melrose extends the laboratory period from 55

to 60 minutes while Longmeadow extends the regular period by
30 minutes to 85*
In summation of this phase of the chemistry course, it is
well to note that 48 per cent of the schools have double labor¬
atory periods.

Fifteen of those schools having the double

laboratory period are in the large school group.

It would also

be interesting to note that in a comparison of time spent per
week on lecture and the time spent per week on laboratory is
revealed to be in the ratio of two to one in favor of the lec¬
ture period.

The median for the total lecture time is 200

minutes and that of the laboratory is 100 minutes.
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TABLE XI
Comparison of Total Duration of Applied Chemistry
Lectures and Laboratory in Minutes per Week.

School

Total
Lecture

Total
Lab

School

Total
Lecture

Total
Lab

Larp;e-sized Schools
Fall River
Lowell
Somerville
Springfield Tech.
Cambridge La,tin
Pittsfield
Malden
Revere

275
220
129
210
225
200
168

0
55
-**9o

-5:-

@

#
#
50
42

Haverhill
Gloucester
Salem
Hyde Park
Waltham
Holyoke
Wachusetts Reg.

225
200
200
120
220
215
260

90
0
50
80
0
0
0

250

0

200
180

0
90

Medium -sized Schools
North Adams

225

0

Walpole

Small- sized Schools
Turners Falls
Amherst Reg.
Narragansett
*#

§
@
*

225
250
225

0
0
0

South Hadley
Gardner

double laboratory period
none assigned, optionally planned by teacher.
laboratory held after school for a selected few.
no response to the question.
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Applied or General Lecture Periods — As shown in Table VI,
thirteen schools reported four lecture periods per week, and
two schools reported only three lecture periods per week*

Out

of 48 schools replying to the questionnaire, only 22 reported
some kind of general course for the average student*

This re¬

presents only 46*0 per cent of the schools in this survey.
The most commonly occurring number of lecture periods per week
is 5.
Two schools (Fall River and Lowell) reported the greatest
duration of the lecture period of 55 minutes*
tion of lecture was 40 minutes.

The lowest dura¬

Only one school in the table

made no response to the question on the duration of the lecture
period.

The median for the entire group replying to the ques¬

tion was 45 minutes duration for the lecture period.
As with the college preparatory classes, perhaps the bet¬
ter way to make a proper comparison is through the comparing
of total minutes devoted to lectures per week.

The school

that has the highest total of minutes of applied lecture is
Fall River with a total of 275> while the lowest was 120 min¬
utes per week.

Only one school failed to furnish information

concerning lecture period duration time.

The median total time

devoted to lectures in the applied courses per week is 220
minutes.
Applied Laboratory — Only eleven of the twenty two schools
that present applied chemistry

offer any type of laboratory.

Twenty-two schools represent about 46*0 per cent of the total
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TABLE XIr
Comparison of Total Duration of Accelerated Chemistry
Lectures and Laboratory in Minutes per Week

Total
Lecture

School

Total
Lab

School

Total
Lecture

Total
Lab

Large-sized Schools
Lowell
Boston Latin
New Bedford
Medford
Pittsfield

165
200
84
160
200

110
100**
168
80
150

Revere
Framingham
Salem
Needham
Fitchburg

\r
A

265
200
132
160

©

Medium--sized Schools
Longmeadow

165

85^

Small--sized Schools
none mentioned
-5C--5S-

§
@

*
(jj

$

100*-*
84
80**-

double laboratory period
no laboratory assigned, optionally planned by
teacher
laboratory held after school for a selected few*
no response made to the question
not a double period, but extended.
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sample*

Out of this group of 22 schools that offer applied

chemistry only 50*0 per cent offer laboratory to accompany
the lectures.

Springfield Technical and Cambridge Latin are

two of those that offer a laboratory class in the applied
course, but the laboratory is only scheduled when considered
necessary by the teacher.

There is only one school in which

the applied laboratory is held after regular school hours
for a selected few.

Somerville is the only school in this

group that has a double period laboratory.

The highest total

laboratory working time of 90 minutes is scheduled at Somer¬
ville and Haverhill and the lowest is 42 minutes.

The median

for the total laboratory time is 55 minutes.
Accelerated Chemistry Lecture — In Table VII, Framing¬
ham is the only school with five lecture periods per week which
is high for this type of course.

There are five schools that

have four lecture periods per week.

Three of the schools

schedule three lecture periods per week for the accelerated
group and only one schedules two periods per week.

The median

class period duration for the lecture period in the accelerated
course is 50 minutes.

The highest total time spent in lectures

per week in accelerated courses is at Framingham which devotes
256 minutes per week to lectures for advanced work.

The lowest

total lecture minutes per week is only 84 minutes divided be¬
tween two lectures.

The median total time spent in lectures

in advanced classes per week is 165 minutes.

Revere mentioned

having one section of accelerated students but made no response
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as to the number of lectures per week and the time allotted
to that end*
Accelerated Chemistry Laboratory -- In Table VII the num¬
ber of accelerated laboratory periods and durations of periods
are shown.

In Table XII the total lecture time per week and

the total laboratory time per week are compared.

Pittsfield

has the highest number of laboratory periods per week with
three.

There are four schools that have two laboratory periods

per week and four schools that have only one period per week.
Framingham has no laboratory periods assigned in the accelera¬
ted group but they are held at the option of the teacher.
Salem has two laboratory periods but these are reported sched¬
uled after school.

Revere reports that the laboratory is

scheduled after school for a selected few.
New Bedford is the school reporting the highest total time
allotted to laboratory work in the accelerated group with 168
minutes.

The lowest total time reported was 80 total minutes.

The overall median is 100 minutes.

Three out of the ten schools

reporting accelerated courses have double laborauory periods
scheduled.

One of the schools has its laboratory period ex¬

tended BO minutes.

None of the small schools that responded

to the questionnaire mentioned accelerated classes.
To sum up the facts concerning the accelerated course
urogram, 11 schools out of 48 reported some type of honors or
accelerated program for a percentage of 22.9*

In these classes a

total of 165 minutes per week is dedicated to lecture and demon¬
stration or class work while 100 minutes per week is allotted to

I
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TABLE XIII
Method of Pupil Experimentation in Large-, Medium- and
Small-sized Schools According to Type of Class.

Method of
Experimentation

Large
Schools

Total

Small
School

Medium
Schools
I

C.P.

Appl.

Acc.

13

2

6

C.P.

C.P.

Appl.

Appl.

Acc.

Acc.

2

0

0

3

1

0

27

1.

Pupils singly

2.

Pupils by pairs

7

5

15

0

0

5

1

0

24

3.

Pupil demonstration

3

111

0

0

0

0

0

6

4.

Teacher demonstra¬
tion.

3

5

2

3

0

0

2

2

0

17

Majority by pairs,
few by pupil demonstration.

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

3

Majority by pairs,
few by teacher
demonstration

5

113

0

0

2

0

0

12

Majority singly,
few by teacher
demonstration

5

3

2

0

0

0

3

1

0

14

No formal exper¬
iments performed

0

10

0

2

0

0

0

0

2

By fours

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

2

5*

6.

7v

8.

9*

*

0
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laboratory work.

Out of the 11 schools reporting accelerated

programs, only three reported double period laboratory periods
for a percentage of 27*2,
Method of Experimentation -- Table XIII shows the methods
of student experimentation in the different types of classes
in the various sized schools.

The table indicates that in

the college preparatory course in the large schools, the larg¬
est number of responses (13) indicates that most of the large
schools attach great importance to the concept of solitary
experimentation for college preparatory students.

The last

column on the table gives a comparison of the popularities of
the various methods by totaling all responses assigned to each
method.

The method of experimentation most common to all schools

and to all types of classes was the conduction of laboratory
experiments by the single student.

The next most often men¬

tioned method, a close second, was the method of paired experi¬
menters.

Teacher demonstration ranked third.

The method of

letting students do most of the required experiments singly
and having the most difficult or dangerous ones demonstrated
by the teacher ranked fourth.

A close fifth in number of res¬

ponses was the method of allowing the students to work out most
of the experiments in pairs and having the teacher demonstrate
the most difficult or dangerous ones.

Sixty-two responses

showed complete student domination over the experiment while
fourty-three responses showed some form of teacher domination
or teacher control

of

the experimentation.

Only three responses
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indicated no formal experimentation and this was only true
in the applied or general type of course.
Factors Governing Choice of Experiments — Table XIV
shows the various responses to the question concerning the
method of choosing the experiments that the students perform
in the laboratory.

The two most commonly mentioned choice of

experiments performed by the college preparatory pupils were
’teacher’s choice1 and

'departmental choice.*

Teacher’s choice

(29 responses) was almost favored two-to-one over ’departmen¬
tal choice’

(15 responses).

interest’ and

’Teacher choice based upon pupil

’text booh choice’ ranhed a low third with only

six responses in favor of these methods.
ceived only four favorable responses.

’Pupil choice

re¬

One school reported

that college preparatory students were given experiments chosen
on the basis of college entrance requirements.

Another school

mentioned that their choice of experiments was based on the
philosophy of the department and the course material coverage.
It was the intention of this study to assume that experiments,
despite the method of choosing, were chosen so as to represent
in the laboratory the material covered in the lecture phase,
and also in this particular case,

college preparatory, to

properly prepare the student to meet the requirements of col¬
lege.
The method of choosing the experiments to be done by the
pupil in the applied or general course in chemistry closely
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resembles the pattern of the college preparatory course.
most commonly used method is that of
most the same ratio.

The

*teacher choice1 by al¬

The indication here, however, is that

the teacher exercises a slight bit more control over the choice
of experiments to be done.

departmental choice* ranks second

with almost one-half as many responses.

* Teacher choice

TABLE XIV
Method of Choosing Pupil Experiments by Type of Course

Method of Choosing

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Departmental Choice
Textbook Choice
Teacher Choice
Pupil Choice
Teacher Choice Based
on Pupil Interest
Other (State)
a.
College Entrance
Requirements
b.
course content

College
Preparatory

Applied

15"
6
29
4

4

3

l

0

6

3

1

0

1

0

9
0

Accelerated

Total
°*

5

22
7

43

A
cL

u

4

13

n
u
r\

u

l

ala

JL

*

based upon pupil interest' ranks third with one-third as many
responses as many as complete teacher choice.
In the accelerated laboratory course there are almost twice
as many responses for 'teacher choice' as for 'departmental
choice.'

There is a decided change in the ratio between

'teacher choice' and

'teacher choice based upon pupil interest'
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and also

*pupil choice.*

According to ratios of the number

of responses, pupils in the accelerated courses are given
more control over the type of experiments that they do in
the class than the students in the other types of classes.
Frequency of Individually Initiated and Executed Experi¬
ments — In the college preparatory classes the responses of
all schools grouped together report that ‘few* experiments
are student initiated and executed in the school year.
number of

The

‘frequent* responses was nearly one-half the number

of responses reported for *few.*

The number of responses for

‘none * was slightly less than one-third the number of respon¬
ses for ‘few.*
In the applied courses, as it is to be expected, there
were no responses in the
the

‘few* and

‘frequent* column.

The responses in

‘none* columns are nearly equal in number, the

advantage being in the

*none* column by one response.

In the accelerated classes

‘frequent* student initiated

and executed experiments was the most common response as was
expected.

There are twice the number of responses for ‘frequent*

as for ‘none* and three times the number of responses for ‘fre¬
quent* as for * few.*
In summation,

it is apparent that few experiments are ini¬

tiated and executed by the college preparatory student, few or
none are initiated and executed by the applied students, and
in the accelerated classes most of the respondants indicated
that students frequently initiated and executed their experiments.
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Number of Experiments Performed During the Year — Figure I
shows the relationship between the number of schools and the
number of experiments completed in college preparatory classes
during the year.

It shows that 12.5 per cent of the schools

reported doing 50 experiments in a year.

The next highest num¬

ber of experiments done was 40 which 16*7 per cent of the schools
reported.

Twelve of the schools reported having done 30 ex¬

periments which was 25«0 per cent of the schools reporting.
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Figure 1.

Number of Experiments Performed per Year in College
Preparatory Chemistry in All Schools Scheduling This
Course.

Over 80 per cent of the schools reporting stated that their
college preparatory students completed 30 or more experiments
during the year.

No school reported scheduling less than 15
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experiments per year*

Less than 15 per cent of all the schools

reported less than 30 experiments completed during their school
year.
In Figure 2 the number of experiments done per year in
applied courses in schools giving that type of course are shown*.
One school reported having performed 50 experiments during the
year for a percentage of 7*2.

Four schools out of the four¬

teen schools reporting on this course stated that only 15 ex-
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Figure 2.

Number of Experiments Performed per Year in Applied
Chemistry in 14 Schools Scheduling This Course*

periments were performed during the year.
cent of the schools.

This was 28.6 per

Three schools (21.4 per cent) reported

performing only 20 experiments.

Approximately 57•2 per cent
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of the schools conducting applied courses reported that less
than 30 experiments were performed per year*

This is quite

the opposite of the situation in the college preparatory chem¬
istry courses*
In Figure 3* the number of experiments performed per
year in accelerated courses is shown along with the number of
schools reporting*

As can be seen in this chart the majority

Number of Schools of the 11 Giving Accelerated Courses

Figure 3.

Number of Experiments Performed per Year in Accelera¬
ted Chemistry in 11 Schools Scheduling this Course.

of schools (approximately 82 per cent) reported that more than
30 experiments are performed during the year*

One school re¬

ported only 15 experiments performed and one school reported
only 10*

The explanation here is that these were long-term
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experiments involving multiple phases.

These were experiments

that were student-initiated and student executed.

The fact

that these students performed even 10 experiments of this
type is somewhat of an extraordinary feat.

Most of the ad¬

vanced or enriched courses for the science-talented students
cover material that is comparable to the first-year college
level.
It is to be observed in summing up this data that the
college preparatory course and the accelera.ted course are,
in most schools, given the benefit of larger numbers of ex¬
periments.

The greater percentage of schools reported in

these two courses that over 30 experiments performed per
year was common practice.

In many cases those schools report¬

ing applied or general courses reported that laboratory was
not even offered.
Percent of Schools Doing Certain Experiments — Table XV
shows the experiments listed by the responding schools as the
ones most frequently done in their laboratories.

The experi¬

ments are listed according to the percentage of schools com¬
pleting them.

This table shows that the most frequently used

experiments are the classic experiments which cover the stand¬
ard textbook material.

The extraordinary and the more dif¬

ficult and dangerous are reportedly used by the smallest per¬
centage of the schools.

Some of the schools reported that

some of the experiments were used for demonstrational purposes.
It is the opinion of the author that such demonstrations when
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TABLE XV
Experiments Listed According to the Percentage of
Schools Performing Them.

Percent of
Schools
Performing

No#

7*

100

10c.
11.
12.
15*
24.
28.
51.
4.

98

6.
8.
25.
32.
9.
10a.

Name of Experiment

Mixtures and Compounds - separations and chang
es in properties.
Chemical Decomposition - electrolysis of water
Preparation and Properties of Oxygen.
Preparation and Properties of Hydrogen.
Distillation of Water.
Single and Double Displacement Reactions.
Properties of Acids and Bases.
Sulfur and Sulfides.
Preparing Glass Tubing for use in Actual Ex¬
periments.
Changes in Substances Heated in Air.
Use of Litmus and Indicators.
Conductivity of Solutions.
Neutralization of Acids by Bases.

42.
58.

Use of the Bunsen Burner.
Chemical Decomposition - heating of HgO, CuO,
ZnO, and FeO.
Valence and the Writing of Formulas.
Writing and the Balancing of Equations.
Double Displacement Reactions That Go to Com¬
pletion.
Test for the Chloride Ion.
Ammonia and Ammonium Hydroxide.

93.8

17.
27*
65*

Water of Crystallization in Crystals.
Hydrolysis of Salts.
Carbon Dioxide.

91.8

16.

Solution and Crystallization.

96.0

21.
22.
26.

10b.
18.
23.
34.

Heating of Pb (NO^)^.
Percentage of Water^of Hydration.
Synthesis and Analysis Reations.
Titrating an Acid by a Base.

(continued on next page)
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TABLE XV (continued)

Percent of
Schools
Performing

No.

36.
55.

Name of Experiment

Replacement of Metals from Compounds by More
Active Metals.
Test for the Sulfate Ion.

44.
46.

Measurements in the Metric System.
Physical Properties of Common Substances color, solubility, density,
etc.
Preparation of Iodine.
Flame Tests.

85.5

14.
20.

Chemical Properties of Water.
Structure of the Atom and Atomic Dis-grams.

83.4

62.

Preparation of Nitric Acid.

81.3

29.
30.
52.

Acid and Basic Anhydrides.
Preparation and Properties of Ifydrogen Chloride
and Hydrochloric Acid.
Hydrogen Sulfide.

41.
53.
64.

Preparation of Chlorine.
Sulfur Dioxide and Sulfurous Acid.
Carbon

75.0

13.
31.
43.

Percent of Oxygen in Air.
Preparation of Some of the Common Bases.
Preparation of Bromine.

73.0

38.

Ferric and Ferrous Compounds - tests for the
ions, etc.

70.0

37.

A Laboratory Study of the Activity and Proper¬
ties of Metals.

68.8

33.

Preparing Normal, Molar, and Percent Solutions.

66.6

59.
60.

Ammonium Compounds.
Nitric Oxide and Nitrogen Peroxide.

3.
5.
87.5

79.3
77.1

.
in

64.6

Borax Bead

Tests and Cobalt Nitrate Tests.

(continued on next page)

TABLE XV (continued)

Percent of
Schools
Performing

No.

Name of Experiment

62.6

63.
72.

Tests for the Acid Radicals.
Preparation of Soap.

60.4

48.

Identifying Lead, Mercurous, and Silver Salts

19.

The Composition and Formula of a Compound by
Synthesis of It.
Nitrogen.
Composition of Air.
Baking Powders.
Preparation of Esters.

56.3

56.
57.

.
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71.

47.

Percentage of Acid in Vinegar Using Common
Bases.
Sodium and Potassium Compounds.

39.
40.

Extraction of Metals from their Ores.
Electroplating.

70.

Preparation of Ethanol by Fermentation.

54.
61.
67.

Preparation of Sulfuric Acid.
Nitrous Oxide.
Chemical Fire Extinguisher.

37.5

2.
73.

Measuring Relative Volumes of Standard Flasks
Fats, Carbohydrates, and Proteins.

35.4

77.

Percentage of Acetic Acid in Vinegar.

33.4

68.

Carbon Monoxide.

29.2

69.
85.

Carbon in Living Things.
Removal of Spots and Stains from Fabrics

25.0

49.
50.

Identifying Textile Fibers.
Testing Foods for Nutrients.

20.8

84.

Dyeing Fabrics.

52.1

43.8

39.6

35.

(concluded on next page)
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TABLE XV (concluded)

Percent of
Schools
Performing

No.

Name of Experiment

CO

16.7

81.

14.6

1.

12.5

76.
78.

Preservatives and Bleaching Agents in Poods.
Adulterants in Foods.

10.4

80.
82.

What Substances are Contained in Plant Tissue?
Mineral Content in Fertilizer.

8.3

79.

Extraction of Caffein in Coffee.

6.3

74.
75.

Bacteria.
Testing Antiseptics.

.

18.8

Comparing the Action of and Properties of
Soaps and Detergents.
Soil Analysis.
Making a. Graduated Test Tube.

conducted with entire class participation becomes an extremely
effective instrument of learning*

Since many experiments which

are necessary to further student understanding are either quite
complicated for normal laboratory periods or dangerous for
inexperienced students, many of these lend themselves to teacher
demonstration exercises.
Ability Grouping in Chemistry — Table XVI shows the num¬
ber of schools according to their size that group their students
according to their scientific ability.

The table shows that

11 of the large schools group their students according to their
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TABLE XVI
Schools Grouping Their Students According to Ability

Response

Large
Schools

Medium
Schools

Small
Schools

G-rouped according to ability
Ho ability grouping
Accelerated classes only
At the beginning of the year,
but not at the end.

ability while 14 large schools do not.

Three of the medium

schools group according to ability while six do not.

In the

small schools, only four use ability grouping and seven do
not.

One school (large) stated that it was a practice to

group the classes according to ability, but during the year
certain changes occurred in the scheduling and the grouping
deteriorated by the end of the year.

Two schools stated

that only the accelerated classes were grouped according to
ability other than that of normal curriculum grouping.
tendency, then,

The

in Massachusetts high schools is slightly

more in favor of not grouping their students according to
ability other than normal curriculum grouping.
Methods of Selection in Ability Grouping or Accelerated
Programming — Table XVII shows the methods used in determin¬
ing the students that are assigned to ability groups or ac¬
celerated classes in science.

According to the table the
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TABLE XVII
Methods of Selection for Ability or Accelerated Grouping

Method of
Selection

Large
Schools

Medium
Schools

Small
Schools

Total
Schools

I.Q. scores
Past grades
Teacher* opinion
Achievement tests
All of the previous
methods.
Parental demands
Guidance department at
junior high level

14
10
13
5

3

20

2
2
2

3
4
3
3

3
1

1
0

3
0

9

0

0

16

18
10

1

most often used method of determining mental fitness of a
student for ability or accelerated grouping is that of I.Q.
scores.

In the totals column of this table,

factor seems to be that I.Q.
teachers*

the significant

scores, past grades,

and the

opinion are the most frequently used methods for

ability or accelerated grouping.

Only five of the large schools,

one of the medium schools, and three of the small schools used
all of the first four methods of selection for this grouping.
Most of the schools used some combinations of the three iirst
methods.

Few of the schools used only one of these methods.

Only one large school mentioned that parental demands influenc¬
ed the selection of students for this type of grouping.

One

school mentioned that a junior high school guidance depart¬
ment helped with the selection and arrangement of students
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according to ability*
Schools Taking Steps to Meet Increased Science Study;
Demands — The following table shows the various responses to
the question that asked whether or not the responding school
was in the process of taking steps to meet the need for in¬
creased emphasis on science study.
ber of responses

'yes'

and

Table XVIIX shows the num¬

'no' according to the size of school

Twenty-one of the large schools replied that some form of pro¬
gram was being initiated to Improve science education in their
schools while only five reported that no action was going on
in their schools.
to the question.

Only one of the large schools did not reply
Of the medium schools five reported some new

features and four reported none.

Seven of the small schools

reported some activity in the improvement of their science
courses and only three reported none.

More than two-thirds of

the entire sampling of schools are involved in some planning

TABLE XVIII
Schools Taking Steps Toward Improvement of their Science
Programs

Responses

Course improvement
No course improvement
No response to question

Large
Schools

?
-1

Medium
Schools

Small
Schools

4

3

0

0

Total
Schools

12
1
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to improve their science programs.

Only about twenty-five

per cent of the entire sampling of schools planned no form
of improvement in their science offerings.
Examples of Enriched Science Study Programs
Fall River

Physical Science Study Committee Course in
T>Wy g i 0 {3

Semi-Micro Qualitative Course in Chemistry
Lowell

Radiation Study and use of radiation equipment

Boston Latin

Student reports on recent discoveries in
chemistry.

New Bedford

Enriched Physics and Chemistry classes for
honor pupils

Somerville

Springfield Tech,

Medford
Pittsfield

Advanced second year chemistry for excep¬
tional students in analytic chemistry, fooas,
carbon compounds, and biochemistry, vone
discussion, four lab periods per week)
Accelerated physics and biology ^sses,
physical Science Study Committee Physics
Course introduced, three years of physics
given to all college preparatory, one year
of biology and chemistry for college prepara¬
tory boys, all students must take one year
of chemistry.
Science seminar.
Honors program in grades 9, 10> an<^
advanced (college) chemistry course in grade

.

12
Revere

Framingham

Taunton

Salem

Instituting science study in all elementary
grades•
Senior course of 1/3 year
biology, 1/3
year of chemistry and 1/3 year cf physics.
Biology on the college level (second course
in biology)
Advance courses in chemistry and biology
(two years); math and science-talented grouped
in a special course in the first year.
(continued on next page)
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Examples of Enriched Science Study Programs

(continued)

Natick

Group chemistry projects, i.e., building
styrene models of atoms and ions to scale.

Needham

Introduction of an advanced placement pro¬
gram in chemistry.

Fitchburg

One accelerated group in chemistry with
double laboratory periods and 'open-end*
(continuous) experiments.

Beverly

Introduction of Physical Science Study
Committee physics.

Hyde Park

Special instruction given to College En¬
trance Examination Board candidates; parti¬
cipation in Boston's Science Institute for
Able Learners.

Winchester

Plans are ready to give freshman-collegelevel chemistry, physics, and biology;
seniors do honors work projects after
school on a voluntary basis.

Waltham

Honors groups have been established; ad¬
vanced courses to start in the Fall of I960.

Wachusetts Reg ,

Accelerated science group started in grade 9
this year; simple qualitative analysis at
the end of chemistry year.

Drury High

Double periods in all chemistry and physics
(college preparatory courses; double periods
possibly in biology next year (i960, Fall)

Westfield

Afternoon classes in math and science on a
voluntary basis.

Longmeadow

Introduced accelerated course in chemistry.

Walpole

Accelerated Program for the 'academically
talented, i.e''biology in grade 9 and an ex¬
tra year of chemistry or physics.

Adams

Use of the Geiger counter and ionization
chamber taught.

Amherst Reg.

Semi-Micro experiments with certain individuals.

Gr. Barrington

Considering instituting an advance chemistry
course.
(concluded on next page)

Examples of Enriched Science Study Programs

(concluded)

Duxbury

Next year’s offerings:
biology in grade 9>
chemistry in grade 10, physics in grade 11,
advanced science (research in grade 12).

Williamstown

Curriculum revision is in the planning
stage; students are required to give class
demonstrations and act as laboratory assis¬
tants •

Frontier Reg.

Added two sections of physical science and
one section of general science to the offer¬
ings .

Narragansett

Re-evaluation of the science curriculum in
progress.

As is shown by the preceding list of schools that are
either planning innovations in their science offerings or have
already made changes,

it is clear to see that chemistry curri¬

culum change is widespread and increasing among the schools of
this sampling.

Of the 48 schools in this sample 31 have recog¬

nized the need for some kind of revision or enrichment.

Five

schools are in the planning stage and 26 have already made
s ome change s•
It is significant to note that eleven of these schools
have instituted advanced chemistry courses for the sciencetalented student.

There are various ways in which this was

accomplished.
At least two schools in this group provide a senior year
for science-talented students that includes advanced level
physics, biology and chemistry.

The year culminates with a

completed project or assignment from one of these subjects.
Schools using this type of enrichment work are large schools
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in which the

1

three-track1 system of science program is best

maintained*
In ten other schools enrichment

'phases' are being carried

on as an addition to whatever program of study is prevalent*
This is a simplified version of the

'three-track* system,

wherein all students generally take the same basic chemistry
course while a selected few are allowed to carry on extra
investigations of an advanced nature*
radiation studies,

Use of G-eiger counters,

semi-micro analysis, etc. are some examples

of this type of program*
The previously listed examples shew that the majority
of schools in Massachusetts are either involved in one or the
other of these types of programs or are in the process of
inaugurating them*

CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

CHAPTER IV
SUM ARY AND CONCLUSIONS
ThlB problem has presented data concerning the current
chemistry program in a sampling of Massachusetts public high
schools.

Hie emphasis was placed upon their organisational

features, functional operations, and their plans for future
reorganization.
Forty-eight of the seventy-five schools that were sent
the questionnaire completed it.

Thirty-one of the xcrty-

eihht schools that replied to the questionnaire sent additional
information concerning innovations or future reorganizatlcnal
plans.

All of this information has been included in the ex¬

amination of the questionnaire data.
Summary and Conclusions—This study has shown that the
Xar.'-e schools of this sampling tend to have two chemistry
teochera, the medium-and small-sized schools generally have
but one.

The median number of chemistry teachers seems to be

one chemistry teacher for every 550 pupils in total school
enrollment*
The small-sized schools have the advantage In the teacherpypll ratio.

The email-sized schools having a median pupil-

tec cher ratio of 20.0 while the large- and medium-sized schools
have a median teacher-pupil ratio of 24.4.

In 1955 the national
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class sverare in chemistry was reported to he 22*6 pupils
The average class size for the New England region was 23*0
pupils in this same study*
Most of the schools sampled reported that chemistry was
i

offered in the eleventh grade and quite frequently in the
twelfth*

It has been previously suggested in this problem

that chemistry might be offered in the tenth grade so as to
become

e

preparation for the study cf biology which the quoted

author^ stated was the most complex of the sciences*

It

would be well to consider this viewpoint in setting up future
sclenee sequences•
All of the schools of the sampling reported that they
offered college preparatory chemistry*

The national survey-'

by Brown and Obourn show that 4.8 percent of their sampling
of schools offered no chemistry courses,

New England had no

schools that did not offer chemistry in high school.
Twenty-two of the schools of the

forty-eight sampled

in this problem offered courses to the non-college prepara¬
tory students and only eleven of this group of scnools cue red

1 Brown, Kenneth E* and Cboum, Ellsworth S* % ^Offerings
and Enrollments in Science and Mathmatics In Public High
Schools, 1956.
U.S* Department of Health, Education, and „
Welfare*
Washington*, U.S. Government Printing Office* pp* 19
and 20. Pamphlet 120.

s ta vs on , Be u ben 0*, Science in Tomorrow's y/orlo *
«atn6
mo tics and Science Education in U.S* Public Schools*, circular
533 U.S. Office of Education., D.C. 1958.

,

3Brown, Kenneth E* and Cboum, Ellsworth S. op. c.l_t»
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any laboratory for the ecu roe •

Lucev;,^in his study reported

that students of average ability (not science-talented)
bene fitted much more from laboratory work than those in the
accelerated classes.
Eleven schools out cf the forty-eight reported that
accelerated courses in chemistry were offered in their schools
for the science-talented students#

All cf these schools had

a total enrollment of 500 students or more.

It is the opinion

of educators that have made a study cf the needs of the
science-talented student that many medium-sized schools and
all the large schools could profitably institute a program
for the science-talented student.

It was oeemed Imprscvic&l

for small-sized schools to attempt to institute suen a program
because of the extra work that this program entails.

5

The median percent of students enrolled in chemistry for
all the schools of this study is 12.4.
on the

total school enrollment figures.

This figure is based
Brown and Obcurn6

state that in 1956 only 7-5 percent of the students were
enrolled in chemistry in a national survey.

The schools

in the sampling of this problem then exceed the national
figure by 4.9 percent#

^Lucow, William H. Learning of High School Chemistry#,n
The Science Teacher.
(November 1S55) XXXI pp. 2d?-285
rand vein, Dr. Paul F., The Selection end _Trelnlnr pf,
Future Scientists., Selected Science Teaching Ideas cf I9u2.,
National Science Teachore Association., Washington, D.C. lh:u>

PP 1-5*
^Brown, Kenneth E* and Cboum, Ellsworth S., or), cit.
pp. 19-20
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In the comparison cf time spent on lecture and time spent
in laboratory per week, twice as much time was spent on lecture
as was spent on laboratory in college preparatory courses.
Four times as ranch time wos spent on lecture as spent on
laboratory in the applied chemistry courses.

Schools reporting

having acelerated courses state that the time spent per week,
on lecture is one and one-half as much as the time spent in
laboratory*

This seems to be out cf phase with the findings

cf Lucow,? that the less able student profits more by laboratory
work.
In this study, 22 schools reported that clcvble periods
wore scheduled for laboratory work in college preparatory
chemistry courses cut of the 46 queried.

Only one school cut

of the 22 having applied chemistry or a similar course reported
having double periods for the laboratory.

Of the eleven

schools offering acelerated chemistry courses only four re¬
ported that double periods are scheduled for the laboratory
work.

It was suggested by the New England Association of

Chemistry Teachers^ in a report in June 1957 that double
laboratory periods be instituted in courses for the gifted

cow, William H., on. clt. pp 283-285*
Minimum Syllabus for College Preparatory Course in
Chemistry”•, New England Association of Chemistry Teachers,
Journal of Chemistry Education. (Juno- 1557) 34:307*

I
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student.

It seems only lexical to this author that this be

extended to include the college preparatory and applied
laboratories as well,

for the simple reason that experience

will prove that an ordinary single period of 55 to 60 min¬
utes duration will not provide nearly enough time for the
student tc prepare for his experiment,
deductions and conclusions,

and still

conduct it, make his
be able tc make a

reasonably accurate report of his findings.

A single period

makes laboratory work a discontinuous learning situation.
- Tc many students this is a frustrating experience.
The majority of the respendants to this questionnaire
replied that the choice of experiments completed by the students
was made by the teacher for the most port in all three types
of chemistry courses.

Departmental choice of experiments

was the next most used method of choosing experiments.
Eighty percent of the schools In the sample reported
that their college preparatory classes performed over 30
experiments per year.
Fifty-seven percent of the schools having applied chemis¬
try courses and offering laboratory reported that less than

30 experiments were performed by these classes per year.
Twenty-one percent of these schools reported that these clas¬
ses performed only 20 experiments per year and 28.6 percent
reported that these classes performed only 15 experiments per
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year*
In the accelerated courses,

approximately 82 percent of

the schools offering this course reported performance of over

30 experiments, 72.8 percent of these schools reported doing
between 30 and 40 experiments per year.
Most of the schools sampled concurred that the most fre¬
quently performed experiments were the classic experiments,
according to Table XV, which were closely related to current
standard textbook coverage.
The schools were about evenly divided in their responses
concerning ability grouping in their chemistry classes.

Twenty-

seven schools reported that they did not group their classes
according to ability other than the normal curriculum group¬
ing. Eighteen schools reported that their students were grouped
according to ability in science subjects.
The methods most commonly used to determine grouping
according to the student’s ability were reported to be I.Q.
scores,

past grades,

teacher's opinions,

and achievement tests

rated in this order.
More than two-thirds of the schools in the sampling re¬
ported that their school was planning to make or was in the
process of making some course improvements or innovations in
chemistry or in science. A list of these innovations has been
made available in the previous chapter.
Inferences--

From the factual data that has been pre-
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sented previously and the conclusions that have been drawn
from the study of this data,

it can be stated that some

attempt is being made in Massachusetts to meet the demand for
improvement in high school science courses.
The fact that 31 out of the 48 schools questioned are
attempting to provide enrichment for their superior students
is highly commendable. Another fact brought out in this study
is that all the schools in this sampling have some type of
chemistry course. This is not true of all sections of the
United States. All of the schools in this study have at least
one college preparatory course in chemistry.
It is also worthy to note that about 50 percent of the
large schools have classes in non-college chemistry and
about 37 percent have accelerated chemistry courses. The fact
that the percentage of medium and large schools having both
types of chemistry courses is not higher points out the
necessity for administrative changes to correct this situation.
Twenty-two of the 48 schools in the sample reported that
their laboratory periods were double periods. This is a definite
improvement over the single period laboratory. It is the
opinion of a few prominent educators that double period
laboratories should be made available to all chemistry classes
in all schools, large or small, to allow for more complete and
efficient experimentation.
Most of the schools of the sampling devoted little or no
time to laboratory for non—college chemistry classes. In the

f
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light of the fact that these students need more concrete
application than theory, it would seem that these students, more
than any, others, would have to have many and frequent laboratory
exercises* It is assumed, however, that the main reason for
schools not providing ample laboratory experiences for the
applied chemistry students is that, where there is a scarcity
of schedule time and laboratory facilities, the greatest em¬
phasis must be placed upon lab oratory, for college preparatory
students rather than on laboratory forthe terminal students*
It remains an important fact, however, that a properly con¬
ducted course in chemistry necessarily includes ample time
for laboratory experiences*
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APPENDICES
1. Questionnaire on the Chemistry Curricula in Massachusetts
High Schools.
2. Letter of Transmittal.
3. List of Cities to which the Questionnaire was Sent.

'rtaM Qm&ttmmmir® i

designed for tm purpose of d«tcr&ining the type ami quality ax' courses 1b chemistry that
mffersd to high school students in grades 11 arm 12 in
high schools in Urnttmohm®tta*
2lean® pines a ehmcic (x,. in thh hex far tiki most ap¬
propriate answer to the statement® helom ns they apply to
/our particular program* i lease disregard the laminae tlo&s
a^cme
a aaahmr or direct answer .la preferred*
1* .-tat® iha approximate total student enrollment In

/our high school*

(

} students*

2* state the mmoer of teachers that are teaching o®
or more classes in chemistry*
(
} tracts®?**
Been on# of xhraa trnmimrm act an department head?
{
) yea
C
} no
3* In your chemistry curricula stiuxifirdirad so that
all chealetry clashes in the mm rarrira&in grraplmg coror
the sasi# material costentf
(
) yes
{
) *»*
4* Is it a department policy to give standardised achievesaent teats?
(
) yes
(
) bo
If yes#, stair# name of test*
If yss» during what months art these given?
{
} month (a)
5* Chech the science olma or activities that year high
school sponsors*
{
} chemistry clao
(
}> photography slip
(
} science eln->
(
} science fair {
} other,„ please state*
g, So local industries give aid to or show interest in
any of these eluos or science activities?
{
} yes
(
} no
If given, how is it .given?
{ } gifts of money
(
} gifts of equipment
C
5 us# of their equipment ^ or facil¬
ities
C
} loan of professional advisors or instructors
(

) field trips*
7* "jom the school furnish all the equipment and ^facil¬
ities needed to run thaw activities successfully? {
} yea
r
5 no
i
) part school, part student (
) part school* pert
industry*
e# or each of the types of chemistry curricula listed,
state the information necessary to complete the following
table*
* i lace the number of tit* prefer response In the fol¬
lowing table#
(1) singly, (2) jy poira, (3) <u;;il doraoa«trvtlon,
(4) teacher demonstration, (5) majority by pairs, few by popil
demonstration, (6) majority by pairs, few by teacher demon¬
stration, (7) majority by singles, few by toe-eher demonstration,
(8) no formal experiments performed.
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I-lac© tkm mm*mr of tm gproper reasons# in tte table below*
(X) depcurtsisiiial choice,

(2} textbook: choice C3) teacher

choice, (4) pupil choice, (5) teacher choice baaed cm
pupil Interest, (6) state any etoer*
■

I_
Humber of sections or
classes per day
. vera^e fiuatoer of
pupils la each class
per teacher (pupil-*
teacher ratio}
eaestera of eheaiatrj
required.
litter of lecture

.

5.:oll«30
rep»x

# Method of perf ormim
ajroerinente *
. . .
Cy'Tri
re^uencf of iadir~
'l (
{
)
few
idriall^r Initiated and
(
( ) non
to «► :
'**%*,<**&- ejgftjgySrt
Factor ^owmihg
choice of experi^nts
done bT pMaaile*
Average auaber of ex—
periaente performed.
.

,—.

j Otter

n:o>» jpajuew1 «?»

Average duration of
of each lecture in
simstes ser ocriod
.
Bunder of loft periods
ser eeelc*
B urst ion of each lab
scried in ntnutes*
.r:..,.1 L.
r
fear et&slstry offered f
11* 12, or other*
I
Bane textbooks used*
lire title, author, *
1
pup Ms Mr*
Sane lad manual used.

3&SL2SSE*-

jiccel-

Spiled

_....,

»-

•

•

i

1

:

‘

.

t
}

|e
1
(

) fre l { ) freq
( } few
) few

1I
i

) freq j
{ 3 few j

‘
1|
.. . |
j
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9.. Are your students grouped according to ability other
than the grouping in the table above?
t
(
} yea
{
) no

10. If you have ability grouping or an accelerated program
cheek the criteria used for selecting the individual members of
these groupings*
{
} X*Q* scores
(
} past grades
{
} opinion of teachers
(
) Standardised achievement tests*
11* Has your high school taken any specific steps to meet
the current demand for increased emphasis upon advanced science
study at the high school level?
(
} yea
{
} no
•

'-jc.

If yes, please elaborate*

Any pamphlet which has been published by your school pertaining
to programs of moderni%ation of your science program would be
very welcome if returned along with this queatioramira*
12* Please check tm experiments that the students in your
classes arc required to do*
( ) X. Making a graduated test tube*
( ) a* Measuring relative volumes of standard flasks*
( ) 3. Mmmv&mmntm in the metric system*
<
) 4. Preparing glass tubings for use in actual experiments
( ) 5. Xhysical properties of common substances { color,
solubility, density, etc.)*
6 Changes in substances heated in air*
{ ) 7. Mixtures and compounds- separations and changes in
properties.
c ) a* Use of litmus and indicators.
( ) 9. Use of the Bunsen burner*
( >10* Chemical decomposition*
a# Beating of HgO, Cut), fnO, ?e0*
b* Heating of Pb{»3)
c* Sleet rolys la of water*
( 511. Preparation and properties of oxygen.
12 Preparation and properties of hydrogen*
{ )13. forcent of oxygen in air*
( }14* Chemical properties of water*
( J15. Distillation of water*
Solution and crystallization*
(

( ) .

{ } .

m.
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12* diwck list of experiments ( continued }
( )1T. later of hydration la crystals*
{ }l->* Percentage of water of hydration*
( )19* the exposition and formula of a eoapoaal by tte
(
(

ayntheeia of it*
}2Q# -true turn of the atom and anomie diagrams*
)2X* ?&lenee am the writing of chemical formulas*

C }22* irltli^ and balancing of equation*
{ }23* fynthesis and analysis react Iona*
{ )24* -ingle and double replacement reactions*
{
C
{

325* conductivity of solutions*
)28* double displacement reactions that .go to completion*
}27* Hydrolysis of salt#*

( }28* Properties of acids and bases*
( 329* Acid and basic anhydride©*
( }3u* 1:reparation and properties of hydrogen chloride and
hydrochloric acid#
( }31* I reparation of m®m® of the common bases*
{ 332* 2*eat raillmi of acids by banes*
{ 333* Propering a^rml, solar# and percent solutions*
C )34# Titrating an acid by a base •
{ 335* Percentage of acetic acid in vinegar using a common
base*
( 338* Seplaoe&e&t of totals from their eompoums by more
active a©tale*
C 337* A laboratory study of the activity am properties
of fatale*
C 336* derric and ferrous compounds - taste for the lone# etc*
{ )39* Extraction of metals from their ores*
C }40* iXeetropdating*
( )41* Preparation of chlorine*.
{ }42* fast for the chloride ion*
( )43* freparation of bromine*
{ }44. Preparation of iodine*
{ 345* Borax bead tests ami cobalt nitrate teste*
( }46* f%&m teats*'
{ )47* - odium asi potaaelu* compounds*

C }4B* Identifying lead# mercurous, and silver salts*
< 349* Identifying textile fibers*
( >90* resting foods for nutrients*
C }5l* ' ulfur and sulf*^M*

{
{
{
C

352#
}53»
}54*
355*

hydrogen sulfide*
fttlfur dioxide and sulfuroua acid*
Preparation of sulfuric acid*
feat for a sulfate ion*

( )58* Mtro&t&*

86
12* Checklist of experiiseats

{ concluded

)

C )5T* Composition of air*
(

}5&* As&onia tml ammonium hydroxide*

C }5S» ammIm compounds*
C )60* Hi trie oxide ana, nitrogen peroxide*

{ }61* citrous oxide*
(

)62* Preparation of nitric sold*

( )63* Teats for the acid radicals*
{
(
{

)64« carbon*
}65* carbon dioxide*
}66* Bakina powtertt*

C )67* Chsisie&l fire extinguisher*
C }6£* Carbon monoxide*
{
C
C

}69* Carbon in lining things*
}?G* Preparation of ethanol by fermentation*
)7X* Preparation of esters*

{ }?2* ireparation of soap*
C
C
{
C
<
C
C

573*
)74*
57§*
}76*
ITT*
)lSm
)60*

Pats, eaarbobydratc#, mod $rate£as*
Bacteria*
Testing antiseptics*
Ffmmtiiii and bleach!ns agents in foods*
Adulterants In foods*
Extraction of caffe 1m in coffee*
chat suostaBees are coMaiaed is plant tlesae?

C }Bl* Soil analysis*
i }82* Mineral content of a fertiliser*
{ }B3* comparing properties sad action of a cap and de¬
tergents*
( }S4* IPyeinf fabric#*
( }85* Baaorol of spots and stains from fabrics*

.
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Please list or describe any unltP* program ef study in
your chemistry eurrlemltra not eowrtd in this «? uestioanair© *

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

May 15, 1959

Head of Chemistry Department

Dear Sir:
A graduate student in our School, Mr. Lewis M. Whitcomb,
is conducting a survey study for the purpose of examining the
current chemistry curricula of secondary schools in Massachu¬
setts.
The enclosed questionnaire is his instrument for gathering
material for this study. We would appreciate it very much if
you would fill out this questionnaire and return it in the en¬
closed envelope so that a complete and representative evaluation
can be made.
Thank you for your kind cooperation in this matter.
Yours truly.

Dr. Albert W. Purvis, Dean
School of Education

APPENDIX 3
^ist of High Schools in Massachusetts to Which the quest¬
ionnaire was Sent,
I—> I mi»K—

I

jutnin

iiwjih>

I

•—««»wi i.wm. n—■ rwi^iwiim^nji>w»iq-wiK.fc^

Schools Answering
Questionnaire
1,
2•
3.
4.
5.
6*
7*
8*
9.
10*:
11,
12*
13*
14*
15*
16*
17*
18.
19.
20.
21.
22*
23*
24*
25.
26*
27*
28*
29*
30.
31.
32*
33*
34*

Adams
Agawam
Amherst Regional
Beverly
Boston Latin
Camoridge High
Dennis-Yarmouth
Regional
Duxbury
Fall River
Fitchburg
Foxborough
Framingham
Frontier Regional
Gardner
Gloucester
Great Barrington
Greenfield
Haverhill
Holyoke
Hyde Park
Longmeadow
Lowell
Malden
Medford
Melrose
Narrag&nsett
Hatick
Needham
New Bedford
Northampton
Pioneer Valley
Regional
Pittsfield
Revere
Roslindale

'*

1 11

Schools Answering
Questionnaire
35*
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43#
44*
45*
46*
47.
48.
49.

Salem
Somerville
South Hadley
Springfield
Technical
Tatasqua Regional
Taunton
Turners Falls
Wachusetts Regional
Waltham
Walpole
Westfield
Williamstown
Winchester
Drury (North Adams)
Attleboro

<
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List of High Schools in Massachusetts to Which the Quest
ionnaire was Sent, (concluded)

Schools Not Answering
Questionnaire

m h o vo od -o

\jn

ro

1. Acton-'oxborough
Regional
Chelsea
Chicopee
Concord
Basthampton
Everett
Groton
Jamaica Plains
King Phillip regional
Lawrence
Lee
Leominster
11. Lynn Classical

Schools Not Answering
Questionnaire

14. Mount Everett
Regional
15* Palmer
16. Peabody
17. Quincy Senior
18* Scituate
19. Shrewsbury
20. South loston
21* Springfield Classical
22. Watertown
23. Wellesley
24. West Springfield
25. Winthrop
26. Worcester Classical

Approved by?
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